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“Follow the Leader”
Matthew 14:22-33 August 25, 2019

It’s a scene that plays out every single year in and 
around countless swimming pools in neighborhoods 
and backyards, recreation centers and city parks. We’ve 
all seen it, participated in the ritual, the rite of passage. 
Adults standing in the waist-deep water, arms outstretched, 
begging, pleading, encouraging, coaxing, cajoling a beloved 
child to take the first leap into uncharted waters. Dive in. 
One of my learnings in these first six years of parenthood 
is that every child is different, and this is certainly true 
when it comes to that moment of decision on the edge of 
the swimming pool.  We have one of each…a careful “let 
me think it over” kid and an impulsive “ready or not, here 
I come” kid. We all face new challenges in different ways. 

Which brings me to Peter. Peter is, without a doubt, the 
kid who dives in whether the adult is ready or not. Peter, 
who jumped at the call to follow Jesus, to be a disciple, a 
student of this master teacher. Peter who dropped his 
nets and left his home and ran at this opportunity. Peter, 
who witnessed Jesus healing his mother-in-law and many 
others in his home. Peter, whom Jesus gave the sturdy 
nickname, “Rock” and on whom Jesus promised to build 
his church. Peter, who stood slack-jawed at the Mount of 
Transfiguration. Peter, to whom Jesus says “Get behind 
me Satan!” Peter who, filled with confident courage and 
more than a little foolishness, draws a sword to defend Jesus 
from Roman soldiers and who is chastised and told that’s 
not how the love of God works in the world. Peter, full of 
courage and foolishness, who asks Jesus to let him come to 
him on the water. Peter, who leaps out of the boat. Peter, 
who walks on water…until he begins to sink. 

Peter’s story of following Jesus is a complicated and 
varied mix of courage and impulsiveness, of following and 
deserting, of floating on the waves and sinking beneath 
them. And that makes Peter a lot like you and me. Because, 
in my reading, this story is not about the magical powers 
of walking on water as a test for true faith. I worry that 
such interpretations reduce the passage to a trick that none 
of us can replicate. Instead, I think this story is all about 
following Jesus even when it is difficult, scary, anxiety-

producing. It’s about following Jesus through the chaos and 
confusion, choosing to walk where he walks even when that 
takes you to uncomfortable, unknown, unfamiliar places. 
Places of genuine risk. It’s about knowing that, even when 
we are drowning, we are better to off with Jesus than apart 
from him.

I think it is fair to say that we could use a bit more of 
Peter’s brash and even reckless faith in the church these 
days. Often we resemble the child whose toes are curled 
around the edge of the pool, whose head is shaking no, 
whose anxious fear about what might happen outweighs 
the thrill of diving in. A mentor of mine, United Methodist 
Bishop Will Willimon puts it this way, “I wonder if too 
many of us are merely splashing about in the safe shallows 
and therefore have too few opportunities to test and deepen 
our faith. The story today implies if you want to be close to 
Jesus, you have to venture forth out on the sea, you have to 
prove his promises through trusting his promises, through 
risk and venture.”

Risk and venture – perhaps not the definition of 
Christian faith that you have heard most often. We have this 
unfortunate habit of domesticating Jesus. Now, we do it for 
all the right reasons. We want a message that is palatable, 
relatable, achievable, dare I say, comfortable. And while our 
motives might be admirable, our bubble-wrapped gospel 
has the unintended effect of separating us from the one 
who invites us out onto the chaotic waters where something 
is ventured and something is gained.

Here’s the truth—transformation does not happen on 
the safe and secure confines of the shoreline. We must take 
that first step onto the waters. And then, we will encounter 
the one whose promise is not to free us from all danger 
or protect us from all pain, but to show us abundant life. 
Peter’s example can be instructive for us. In each of our 
lives, there will come a moment, or perhaps many moments, 
when we have a choice to make. Stay safe on the boat or 
follow the one who is walking on the chaotic waters. Listen 
again to the encounter between Peter and this shadowy 
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ghostlike figure walking on the waves. Jesus speaks words 
of encouragement—take heart, do not be afraid. Peter, of 
course it is Peter, responds. “Lord, if it is you, command me 
to come to you on the water.” Lord if it is you...I’m ready 
to dive in. It’s all Peter needs to know. Because if Jesus 
commands it, Peter is all in. And here is what Peter learns 
that day—we will know that it is Jesus calling when the 
command is to do more than we thought possible, to risk 
and venture to follow our leader. 

Earlier this summer, a member of our congregation 
invited me to lunch. I showed up at the restaurant and waited 
for him to arrive. When he did, the member apologized for 
being a bit delayed and then he explained the reason. One 
of the young men he has mentored for many years now was 
in a car accident and needed advice on what to do next. I 
asked about this relationship and, with great humility, the 
church member began to describe how his life had taken a 
turn several years ago when a group of friends gathered for 
their annual vacation. A familiar topic came up—how can 
we make a difference in our community? How can we give 
back in response to all that we have received? I wish there 
was more that we could do. Maybe someday we’ll figure out 
something. Well, my friend and our church member had 
heard enough. “I’m going to do something”, he said. “I hope 
you’ll join me.” He began mentoring. He asked for the most 
difficult student in the school and the principal laughed 
at him. And now, years later, lives have been transformed 
because of the commitment he made. And his is one of 
those lives. He’s found himself in courtrooms and detention 
centers and schools and homes and on street corners that he 
never would have ventured to visit on his own. Why did 
he do it? He didn’t have to dive into the chaos of someone 
else’s life. Why?

Lord, if it is you, command me to dive in. And so he 
did. It looks like walking on water to me.

His is but one example, and maybe an extreme one. But 
the truth is that all of us share this call to follow where Jesus 
leads us—not just think about it or pray about or consider 
it or weigh our options—but to put our bodies in places 
that make a difference even when that means taking a risk. 
Lord, if it is you…call me into the deep waters of faith where 
transformation happens. Lord,  if it is you…overcome my 
anxious fear with your reassuring words. Lord, if it is you…
steady my voice to speak words of loving truth in a moment 
of tension and anger. Lord, if it is you…move me beyond my 
best intentions and into actions of justice and peace. Lord, 

if it is you…give me the courage to change my perspective 
and open my heart and renew my mind. Lord, if it is you…
don’t leave me on the shoreline or the boat or the shallow 
waters. Lord, if it is you…I’m ready to dive in.

This week, I’ve been privileged to be part of two 
different retreats with leaders here at Second. On Tuesday, 
the program staff spent the day growing as a team and 
dreaming about the year ahead in the life of our church. 
On Friday night and Saturday morning, your session and 
executive staff gathered to prayerfully discern the path 
ahead, laying out some strategic priorities for our life 
together in the next chapter of Second’s sacred story. I 
think Peter would have been proud of us. In a time when 
we might be tempted to hunker down and avoid risk, your 
leaders chose to embrace a vision that calls us to step out in 
faith. In the months ahead and for years to come, I pray that 
all of us, and those who aren’t yet here, will be captivated 
by this vision of a church that welcomes all whom God 
invites us to serve, a church that seeks to grow in faith and 
in numbers, a church that sees itself called in this place at 
this time to be a transformative instrument of God’s love 
and power in our city and in the world. Now is no time 
for us to play it safe, my sisters and brothers. We have been 
called to more than that.

The words of Marilynne Robinson in her novel Gilead 
capture the essence of our call so well: “Theologians 
talk about a prevenient grace that precedes grace itself 
and allows us to accept it. I think there must also be a 
prevenient courage that allows us to be brave - that is, to 
acknowledge that there is more beauty than our eyes can 
bear, that precious things have been put into our hands 
and to do nothing to honor them is to do great harm. And 
therefore, this courage allows us, as the old men said, to 
make ourselves useful.”

Prevenient Courage. I’m not necessarily planning a 
tattoo in my near future, but that’s the phrase I’d probably 
choose to wear for life. Courage that goes before us and 
makes us brave. I think that’s what I most admire about 
Peter’s daring act of faith. I think it is what we need most 
to follow the one who leads us into uncharted waters where 
transformation is possible, where faith is proved, where life 
is an adventure, where meaning is found…and where Jesus 
invites us to meet him. Second Church, it’s time to get out 
of the boat—we’re meant to walk on water.


